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Abstract
The paper outlines an experimental radio
based data network to be used by r adio
amateurs and compute r
hobbyists .
Va r ious
aspects o f net wo r k design is discussed with
the intention to pr ovide a foundation on
which a mo r e detailed specification can be
based .
Underlaying
p r inciples
and
qualitative r ather than quantitative results
are stressed .
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INTRODUCTION

This paper outlines a radio based data network.
The network is
considered to be used by radio amateurs and computer hobbyists
and will reside on a suitable radio amateur band in the frequency
spectrum.
The paper discusses various aspects of network design
with the intent of producing a sound foundation on which a more
detailed specification can be based . Underlaying principles and
qualitative
rather than quantitative
results will
be
stressed.

1.1 Radio Amateurs and Computer Hobbyists
Amateur radio has been a phenomena as old as radio itself.
The
radio amateurs have played a significant role in the development
of radio technology mostly because they were pushed
from
commercially interesting long and medium wave frequency range
into the unexplored and little understood short wave range.
The
vast possibilities of this frequency range was soon discovered by
the amateurs, leading to regulations that forced them to move to
the VHF and UHF bands, now highly exploited by FM - radio and
television stations. The amateurs have however been remembered
and there are now slots reserved for amateur traffic in all major
frequency bands. Contrary to the more and more chaotic situation
on the commercial bands, amateur traffic is disciplined and truly
worldwide, knowing no geographical nor political
boarders.
Through
the
series
of
"Oscar"
satellites, which carry
transponders for the amateur bands, the radio amateurs have also
shown that they are still capable of staying in the forefront of
todays communication technology.
The development of Personal Computing shows remarkably few
similarities with that of amateur radio. Computer hobbyists did
not appear on the scene until the early 70's, after 20 years of
increased use of computers in the professional field.
Moreover,
after a relatively short transition time the interest of the
computer hobbyists shifted from building hardware into writing
programs. As a result the typical personal computer of today is
delivered as a "turn- key" system with hardware facilities and
system support programs comparable to large main frames only 10
years - ago.
The computer hobbyist al so differs from the radio
amateur in that the computer system is largely regarded as _ a tool
that may be used to enhance some other activity such as game
playing or stock trading. It is most certain however,
that the
massive amount of personal computers now being sold simply marks
the beginning of the computer as a new home consumer product.
Gradually we will be able to distinguish a fraction of "true"
computer hobbyists, namely those _ oriented towards the computer
science field.
These people will very likelyplay the same part
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in the development of their field as did the early radio
amateurs.
The prediction is based on the fact that the CS field
does not rely heavily on
any
other
fields,
not
even
mathematics,which makes it easy to "join" the game. Since the
serious hobbyists will probably outnumber
the
established
research community by at least an order of magnitude [1 J ( BYTE
magazine has already more readers than all of the professional
computer publications taken together)
it is obvious that new
ideas and concepts will emerge from such a large collection of
dedicated minds.

1.2 Why an Amateur Data Network
As home computers are entering the mass market there will be a
growing federal and private interest to offer various kinds of
database services. Several European PTT's are already carrying
out field tests toward this goal
("VIEWDATA" etc) and some
American campanies offer special services for home computer
owners (such as commodity prices etc).
In both cases the
·telephone network is used. As these services expand, there will
be an increased need for better data communication. When such a
network appears, it needs to be very well designed since any
major changes after its introduction are not likely to take
place.
An experimental network built by and for hobbyists will
provide several important design criteria.
It can be used as a
testbed for routing and access algorithms, while at the same time
provide
the
experimenter
with a large number of active
participants. As will be evident later on, such an experimental
network will be ~ust as useful for the testing of routing
algorithms and protocols even if the target network is not
intended to be radio based.
Finally, for the radio amateurs and computer hobbyists, such a
data network will provide a new and rich experience promising
great intellectual rewards to all those invalved
in
its
development and use.

1.3 Some basic network notations
A Data Network can be represented by a connected graph in which
the nodes represent edges and the links represent connections
that exist between the nodes. Figure 1 shows the basic structure
of the graphs for three "classical" networks, ARPANET [2], the
ALOHA system [3] and ETHERNET [4].
In these networks the digital
information is sent as packets of limited size (in the order of 1
kbit) and each packet contains its destination address so that it
can be easily processed and distributed. ARPANET is a multi hop
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network in that the packets hops from node to node in order to
reach the destination .
In contras t , the Aloha network and
ETHERNET are examples of one-hop networks. These are also called
broadeast
netwo rks,
since
a transmitted packet
will be
intercepted by all those nodes connected to the transmitting
node. Physically the Aloha netwo rk is radio based while ETHERNET
consists of a coaxial cable onto which all users are connected.

ARPANET structure

ALOHA struc ture

ETHERNET structure

Figure 1
Sending information in packets (ie Packet Switching) is a fairly
modern concept developed to sui t
"bursty" sources such as
computers . In contrast to such a shared use of the communication
channels we have the circuit switching technique in which an
undisturbed r eservPd route exists between
transmitter
and
receiver.
The telephone network is a typical example of a
circuit switched network . Physically the channel can be a wire,
a time slot in a time division multiplex system (TDM) or a
frequency band in a frequency division multiplex system (FDM).

2.

BASIC NETWORK REQUIREMENTS AND OUTLINE

It is obvious that the requirements on a non- commercial network
for experimental use differ from those on other public or private
data networks. A service like accounting need not be supported
at all while other aspects of technical and economical nature may
need to be more heavily weighted. Below follows what is believed
to be reasonable assumptions regarding node camplexity and
requirements on the network.
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2.1 Node camplexity
A typical personal computer system o f today consists of an 8
or
16 Bit micro computer and lessthan 32 kbyte of memory . Typical
execution speed ranges f r om 1 to 5 ~s for simple register to
register and memory to register ins t r uctiotis . It can be expected
that there will usually be memory available to hold even very
camplex node prog r ams . A bottlen e c k is more likely to occur with
regards to speed limitations and g r eat care must be exercised to
ensure a reasonable t r adeoff bet we eri e . g . the "smartness" of a
routing algori thm and i t s execu.t ion time .
The modem and radio pa r ts are slightly modified off- the- shelf
products of relatively low cost . This istrue as longas bit
rates are low (<10 kbit/s) and the bit stream is modulated onto a
carrier in the po~ular 2 mete r ban d (14 4 MHz). Fo r moderate bit
rates (<100 kbitsjs) it is still p ossible to keep the modem part
fairly simple but radio equipme n t will become more expensive as
we will have to move to amateur bands in the UHF region (>300
MHz).
For still higher bit rates the modems will become
increasingly expensive as the mo dulation technique gets more
complicated.
Adaptive equalization and matehed filte r s based on
SAW-devices [5] are techniques whi c h are probably too costly for
most amateurs.
Apart from the standar d units described above , it may be
necessary
to
include·
a
dedicated
hardware
unit
for
buffering/sending of data and ch e cksum calculations prior to
transmission .
Several micro comput e r manufaotur ers offer easily
interfaceable I/0 chips that c&n pe r form such tasks.

2.2 Network topology

A general

requirement on a data · network is that it is robust
against failures
in its nodes.
Faulty nodes must not be
hazardous to the operation of the network.
Specifically,
if
repeaters break such that the n etwork can split into several
non-connected subnets, a failure should only affect traffic going
between the parts. All other mess a ges should be unaffected.
The concept of stations [5] which as sumes a hierarchy among the
nodes is probably not practical in our case , since there is no
natural hierarchy of users. This lesson can be learned from the
experiences with voice repeaters for the VHF amateur band.
Although organizational efforts led to the construction of these
repeaters,
it has been shown ve r y hard to motivate people to
maintain them efficiently. The reason is of eourse that all work
is based on voluntary efforts which diminishes rapidly when the
task is no longer intellectually rewarding. This property of the
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human
mind
has
to
be fully unde r stood and taken into
consideration in the netwo r k desig n, othe r wise the project will
simply never be r ealized . Thus, as par ts are built they have to
be "incrementally r ewa r ding" in the sense that they can be put to
work immediately .
Based on such conside r at i o n s th e co ncl u s ion is that the network
should be totally dec e ntrali z ed an d station l e ss . Since nodes
will attach and d etach in a qu i te random manne r, the network is
characterized by dynam ic topology which is fu r the r stressed by
the fact that some node s may be mobile . Thus , a message will be
carried
in a multi ho p f a s hion from the transmitting node (S) to
the receiving node (R) using wh i ch ever inte r mediate nodes that
are available at the t i me of t r ansmi ssion .

2.3 Switching
It is desirable to use the network both for
interactive
terminal - computer communication as well as computer- computer data
transfer.
The first case ea r responds to transmission of single
characters or short bur sts of characters at a very low duty
cycle.
In the seeond case we typically have file transfers
corresponding to (ve r y) long messages.
It seems appropriate to chose packet switching in the first case
and some kind of ci r cuit switching in the second . However , since
the network changes dynamically , we can not guaranty that a
particular path will be available all through the transfer of a
long file.
The real time properties normally associated with
circuit switching is not really demanded with regard to file
transfers.
To simplify network control it is suggested that
packet switching is used here as well . A suitable mechanism need
to be implemented to insure that multi packet files
are
reassembled correctly at the destination . This is a well known
problem however and seve r al approaches to file transfer protocols
(FTP) exist
(see e . g . [ 6]) . Fu r thermore, by allowing variable
packet size, the overhead associated with each packet can be made
small in comparison with the data . Since it is felt that the
major delays in transmitting packet s will be due to processing
time rather than t r ansmission time , a packet can safely grow in
size until these t wo te r ms app r oximately balance each other.
Assuming a fairly camplex routing algorithm (5 - 50 ms) and a
bitrate of 100 kbit/s this rule of thumb gives packet sizes of a
few thousand bits.
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2.4 Local and global levels
The network as we have deduced it so far is shown in figure 2.
Nodes which can hear ( and disturb) each other a r e connected.
The
figure shows a fairly r egular g r aph which is a highly simplified
model of connectivity relations that may occur in a real
situation . This is done on pur pose however and more complex
patterns will be used subsequently as the need for them appears.
In the figure is indicated a possible path taken by a packet
on
its way from node S to no d eR .

Figure

~

It is evident that one can distinguish between a local and a
global lev el.
On the glob.a l lev el we immed iately find a "routing
problem" namely how to direct the packet to its destination in
shortest possible time . On the local level there is the problem
of forwarding a packet to a neighbo r ing node in a broadcasting
mode while not interfering with packets travelling nearby.
In the following we will keep strictly to this hierarchical view
on the network.
The next three chapters will assume the
high-le el model and discuss algorithms
for
best
packet
distribution under the assumption that nodes can send packets to
anyone of their neighbors without interference as were they
connected
by wires.
If the reader finds difficulties in
aucepting this view he may consider a possible realization in
which each node- pair communicates over a separate frequency
channel ehosen such that interference does not occur. Later on,
in chapter 6 , _ will we specifically address the "access problem"
of the local level and relate techniques that give good broadeast
efficiencies.
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ROUTING

3.1 Introductory remarks
In a real network, nodes will have diffe rent amount of knowledge
about
other nodes and their posi tion in the network .
A
particular transmitting nod e may have more info r mation about the
· network than has anyone of the other repeating nodes .
In that
case the best path can be computed prior to transmission.
The
path forms a list of node identities and may be coded into the
packet. As the packet is interpreted by a node n t,
that node
checks the top item on the list and may find its own identifying
code.
If that is the case, the node r emoves the top element of
the list and retransmits t he packet . Thus the r epeating node uses
very little aprio r i info r mation . It does not even have to know
anything about its neighbors.
It is obvious howeve r, that the related case is somewhat
unrealistic.
Since the re does not exist a hierarchy between the
users, we can expect that, at any instance of time,
one of the
repeating nodes in the previous example may want to originate a
message itself. Either it does not have sufficient knowledge of
the network, in which case it needs to rely on other nodes, or it
has full knowledge in which case it was unnecessary by the first
node in the previous example to transmit the full list .
In the light of this example it seems reasonable to study a
"suboptimal" class of ro uting schemes ( distributed adaptive
routing) in which each repeating node makes its own judgement
about the best route
sending the packet to the next node
according to this route.
In its simplest interpretation such a
scheme may easily lead to dead- lock situations in which a packet
oscillates between a number of nodes . It will be ·shown however
that such a situation can be managed if we allow repeating nodes
to communicate among each other by add ing some extra bits to the
packet.
To ensure that we do not exclude completely, the possibility for
a node to take global responsibility for the routing of the
packet , wE: will asdume that the "envelo pe principle" is applied.
According to this principle, a packet is wrapped in an"envelope"
that bears the destination address .
When the envelop reaches
this address i t
is opened and examined . If another envelope is
found inside it will be "posted" etc .
In this way a packet can .
be partially or fully controlled through the network regardless
of what particular routing algorithm is used.
The envelope is
really a level of the protocol st ructure to be further discussed
in chapter 5.
Knowing that it exists however, helps to accept
the restrictions that we will assume throughout the rest of this
chapter.
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3.2 Node and packet information
Upon interception of a packet, a node has to make a judgement on
whether to discard the packet, to accept it or to retransmit it.
If the packet is ret r ansmitted the node need also decide which of
its neighbors should receive it. The judgements are based on
previously stored information in
the
node
(the
apriori
information)
and information supplied by the packet .
This
information can be input to a "routing function" which is
ev al ua.ted for each · of the neighbors to find out the best
repeater.
The node and pac ket i nfo r mation complement each other
but they may also substitute each othe r as in the following case.
Assume that a repeating node nl -1
does not specify the next
repeater nl.
In certain cases the neighbors of nL-1 may deduce
which 0f them is the intended nL if they all know the neighbors
of nL-1·
Thus, by having knowl e dge o f neighbors'neighbors, a
node nl can reevaluate the routing function using his knowledge
about nL-1 to find out whether he is the intended recipient.
As there is very little overhead associated with sending a
clarifying address to the next intended repeater, this seeros to
be an obvious choice . In the following we will take· i t
for
granted that a packet is addressed to only one neighboring node
as is also the assump.tion underlaying the "global level" as
described in seetian 2 . 4 .
As was stated earlier a repeating node should base its decision
regarding the best route on all the information that it has so
far.
This may include information gathered from
previous
packets.
To simplify matters samewhat we wil~~-~~p sume that
repeating nodes
just retransmits passing
~
without
remembering anything about them .
This way we need not worry
about an unknown amount of memory being used up to remember old
packets.
The rest of the chapter will discuss routing algorithms based on
various assumptions on the amount and type of information that is
stored in the nodes and carried by the packet~ To be able to see
the gross effect of a ce r tain algorithm we will assume that all
nodes follow the same rules. We will particularly look at the
cas c where the nodes have i) n o knowledge of the network, ii)
full knowledge and iii) partial kno wledge . The first two cases
does not fit nicely inta our assumptions and rnadel and will
therefore not be treated in any depth . The third case will be
splitted up in two new cases , namely where a node have detailed
knowledge about its neighbors (local routing information)
and
where nodes passess same global info r mation.
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3.3 Local routing information
The minimum amount of information to be stored in a node is
obviously its own identity ( ID). Likewise, the minimum routing
information in a packet is the ID of the destination node.
With
only this
information available, a repeating node can only make
the decision to retransmit a received packet in the hope that it
will propagate to its destination.
Unfortunately, this will
eventually lead to a situation in which all nodes keep sending
the message for ever.
The "wave-front" propagation can be
controlled by either adding the IDs of the repeating nodes to the
packet
or using a hop-counter that is decremented for each hop.
Another solution would be to relax our assumption about having no
temporary storage of passing packets
and allow the nodes to
store and campare incoming pac kets to avoid retransmitting the
same packet twice.
Packet distribution according to the above technique is very
robust but extremely inefficient . it will not be recommended for
use although we may leave such a possibility open when designing
the protocols.
Instead we will try to define parameters which
can capture the essential of a good routing scheme.
Since the
nodes are making an incremental decision, each node trying to get
the packet closer to its destination R, it would be nice to have
so~e
kind of distance function that could be evaluated at each
node.
Then a node would simply evaluate the distance function
for each neighbor to find the next suitable repeater. Exaroples
of relevant distances would be: i) the number of nodes to reach R
or ii)
the total delay to get to R.
Unfortunately these
functions are very difficult to evaluate as they are controlled
by parameters that are net- dependent and therefore need to be
updated continuously for all nodes. One way to get around this
problem is to use a fixed net - independent metric and distance
function such as euclidean distance as a rough approximation of
what we really want .
Thrs- approximation is fairly good for
evenly distributed netwo r ks but may fail miserably in many other
cases.
Interestingly enough, although the approximation may be
bad it will be shown that reasonable routing decisions can still
be made.

3.4 "Shortest Distance" algorithm
Having access to the coordinates, in a fixed coordinate system of
the destination node as well as the coordinates of itself and its
neighbors a node may proceed accoräing to the following simple
algorithm upon reception of a packet:
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Routing Algorithm R1:
1: calculate the distance between each of the neighbors
the destination node.

and

2: transmit packet to neighbor giving shortest distance.
If
own
node
is
nearest,
the
packet is considered
undeliverable.
This algorithm will work for evenly distributed networks and a
packet will tend to follow a straight line drawn from the
transmitting node to the receiver.
In some cases it mayhave to
make a large detour e.g.
when the network contains holes as
shown in figure 3.
For such cases the distance function does not
give a good estimate of topological relations. However, as long
as the hole is convex, algorithm R1 will safely route the packet
to its destination.

s

Figure 3
As shown in figure 4 the algorithm will experience severe
problems if the hole has a concave "dent'' along its barder.
The
packet will be trapped in the concavity eventually being declared
as undeliverable by the node (P) which is closest to R.
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• R

Figure 4 . Hatched area indicates availability of nodes
By augmenting the algorithm slightly it is possible to come up
with a new algorithm that can handle the situation in figure 4 to
a certain extent.

3. 5 Augment ed "Sho rtest Di stance" algori t hm ·
We mentioned earlier that algorithm R1 tends to have a packet
following a straight line connecting the"transmitting node with
the receiver. The line d id not have any particular significant
in itself. The ehosen neighbo r maylie on any side of this line
and there may also be nei g hbo r s which are closer to the line than
the one chosen.
In our
next algorithm this line plays an
important role .
Routing Algorithm R2:
1: Draw a line , L, to the destination node. Calculate the
angles , C( i. , b e t we en this l in e and earrespond i ng l in e s to
the neighbors (po·sitive di r ection = counter- clockwise ) .
2: Transmit packet to neighbor corresponding to the smallest
positive angle (Ctmin) . If there is no ne.J:~hbor available
with a co rr esponding positive angle <=TT
rads, then
packet is consider ed undeliverable.
Routing according to this algorithm is visualized in figure 5.
It is easily verified that a packet reaching the concavity point
P will indeed continue on a route that eventually will lead to R.
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R

Figure 5
Although this algorithm may find its way out of a concavity it is
not entirely foolproof as can be understood from figure 6 .

- - - eR

Figure 6
It is evident that a packet reaching Q will be considered
undeliverable .
Applying the angle criterion will namely yield a
node that will no longer be on the boarder but rather below and
to the right of Q. Thus, such a packet would find itself caught
in an infinite loop.

3.6 Border

following

It seems obvious that in order to securely manage a hole in the
network
we
need to develop a reliable border
following
algoritnm. The problem is very similar to the Picture Processing
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problem of locating edges of binary objects. There are some
differences however .
The nodes (or
pixels)
are
usual l y
restricted
to
lie
on
a rectangular or hexagonal grid.
Furthermore, a pixel which ea rresponds to inactivated background
may at any time be activated to hold temporary values as part of
the evaluation . In our case "background" earresponds to the lack
of nodes and this emptiness can never be instructed to hold any
temporary val ues·!
Fortunately , the standard border foll owing algorithm used in the
picture processing field (see e.g. [7 ] pp 342) does not rely too
heavily on the above differences and can easily be adapted to
suit our needs.
Border-following

Algorithm BF:

Given two
border points P,
Q such that a packet
travelling from P to Q has the empty region on its right
side proceed as fol low from Q:

A

1: Calculate- the angels
i between the line Q- P and
cor r esponding lines to the remaining neighbors (positive
direction as before).
2: Transmit packet to neighbo r corresponding to the smallest
positive angle (jjmin) ·
As is seen in figure 7,
the
border follow:!.ug algori thm is
cLosely related to algorithm R2.
The difference is that now we
use the direction to the previous node as a re ference rather than
the direction to the destination.

p

Figure

7
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3.7 Algorithms based on

border following

There are two problems which must be resolved when designing
routing algorithms using
border following . The first is the
border.
problem of identifying two adjacent nodes P, Q on the
The seeond pr oblem is to establish a criterion that tells when to
leave the border .
The first problem can be easily s olved by applying algorithm R2
on the first node P that is found to be on the ·border ( figure
5) •

Next we present two routing algo r ithms which differ only in their
criterion for how to leave the border .
Routing Algori thm R3:
1 : If own nod e is c lo ser to R t han previous node,
algorithm R1. If und el i v er a bl e, use algorithm R2.

use

2: If own nod e is not el o ser to R
algorithm BF.

use

t han

previous

nod e

This algorithm has an intuitively pleasant behavior ( figure 8) in
that it uses the "shortest distance" until it hits a hole with a
concavity (P) . It now follows the border until the next border
point (Q) is again closer to R making i t return to "short est
distance" mode.

Q

S•----

R

Figure 8
In order to see the limitations of this algorithm we will have to
distort our hole into the shape shown in figure 9.
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Figure

9

At point P there exists border points which brings the packet
closer to R.
Therefor the packe t will enter the dotted line
leading to a never ending cycle!
Contrary to the previous
algorithms it is not possible to det ec t such a degenerated state
without adding same temporary informRtion to the packet .
In our next algorithm, the "mode- switching" algorithm, we
mo.re strictly control the point whe re we leave the border.

will

Routing Algorithm R4 : ·
We assume that the packet holds a logical variable (MODE)
and has space to store a temporary position.
1: If MODE is falsethen proceed according to algorithm R1.
If undeliverable, set MODE true, load own position inta
packet ~nd proceed acco rding to algorithm R2 .
2: If MODE is true, campare own position with the temporary
position stored in the packet. If own node is closer to
R, change MODE to f al se, delete the temporary position
data and proceed according to algorithm R1.
If own node is nct close1 to R then proceed according to
the border following algor ithm BF .
The MODE switch is used to i ndicate when a packet is controlled
by R1
(MODE =false ) or by BF (MODE=true) . The packet will not
leave the border following mode until it arrives at a node which
is closer to the destination than any previously encountered node
(node Q in figure 9). This algorithm will find its way through
rather awkward situations like the one shown in figure 10.
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p~

Figure 10
Unfortunately, not even this algorithm
Consider the simple graph in figure 11.

is

without

its

flaws .

p

Figur e 11
Although there is a simple route between Sand R the algorithm
will not find it. At point P border following will start and
the packet will travel on a Moebius
r ing eventually ending up
where it started .
It may be argued that the cases described represent pathological
cases which will rarely occur in a real life situation . This is
not true however . The holes mayvery well represent lakes or
other
geographical
bodies
in ar eas with otherwise dense
distribution of nodes . Furthermore, e ven in a fairly homogeneous
population of nodes may topologies as the ones described occur on
a microscopic scale . Consider for example figure 3 with node P
slightly moved to the right. This will create a local concavity
with devastating effect if routing algorithm R1 is used.
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3.8 Partial global information - the Skeleton
Although routing algorithms based on local routing information,
such as knowing the position of the neighbors, maywork in most
cases, it is inevitable that the lack of global information will
eventually lead to bad routes (figure 12) .

•R

Figure 12
Following the border algorithm to the right instead of to the
left when reaching P would yield a significantly shorter route.
We have previously declared it not practical to assume that nodes
will have full topological knowledge . The remaining part of this
chapter will therefor present ways to acquire and distribute
partial Global information.
We will particularly look at properties which can be computed
simultaneausly by all nodes. This will speed up the calculations
significantly and makes it possible to collect results faster .
than in "linear time". By "linear time" we mean that the total
computation time is proportional to the number of nodes in the
network.
The set
border
greater
of the
"medial

of points of an object whose distances from the nearest
are locally maximum (i . e.
no neighboring point has
distance to the nearest border constitutes the skeleto._
object (figure 13). The skeleton is sometimes called the
axis" or "symmetry axis" of the object [7, pp 357-362].

Efficient parallel algorithms for calculating the skeleton of
objects
in digitized images can be found in the picture
processing literature.
The algorithm described here is
a
modified version suitable for our type of "array machine".
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Figure 13. An object and its skeleton.
Algorithm for constru?ting the skeleton:
1: A skeleton initializing packet is
If the node sending this package
nearest border is, it can chose
point well outside th e network in

sent to the
border.
does not know where the
a virtual destination
any direction.

2: When the packet reaches the border its status is changed
into border
foll owi ng mode, making it traverse nodes
along the "cdge" of the network. These nodes recognizes
the packet and labels themselves as "border nodes".
Eventually the packet will return to its first
border
position where it was labeled by the node that changed
the sta tus. If t hat nod e is no longer av a il ab le, the
packet can be "t imed- out" after a reasonable number of
hops.

3: In the next step all

border nodes tell their neighbors
about the fact that they are on the "edge" of the
network. A neighbor who is not a border
node labels
itself as being 1 ho p from the border and notifies the
neighbors in turn . No des whi ch receives several such
messages discards all but the one containing the lowest
hop number.

4: A node that finds i t self havinga higher (or

equal) hop
number than its neighbo rs constitutes a local maximum
point. It isthus a member of the skeleton and signals
this fact to those neighbors having lower hop numbers.
They in turn distributes the info rm ation to lower level
nod es.
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Thus the algorithm consists of 4 parts:
1: initialize
2: mark border points in sequence
3: propagate border information (inward propagation)
4: propagate result ( outwa rd propagation)
If the border and skeleton nodes submit their position in the
transmitted packet, then all nodes in the network will know how
they are located with respect to the nearest border and skeleton
node.
Each of the four parts can be performed in times which are either
J?roportional to the network's diameter (1 ,3,4) or its perimeter
(2).
For equally distributed and "compact" networks,
the
computation time will thus grow as the square- root of N, the
total number of nodes. Fo.r networks which has a dense
border
and few internal nodes, the computation time will increase more
linearly with N.

3.9 Thinning and object labelling
It is beyond the scope of this paper to dwell fu rt her into the
use of skeleton information for efficient routing. One natural
interpretation however, is to view the skeleton as a "highway"
system spanning the entire network . A routing algorithm based on
this view maywant the skeleton to be a "connected set",
i.e.
the skeleton nodes should form a fully connected network by
themselves. This is not always guaranteed by our simple skeleton
algorithm, although it can be modified to yield fully connected
sets.
A conceptually simpler approach to achieve an object similar to
the skeleton is to use iterative
border following in such away
that layer after layer of the network is stripped off.
This
"thinning" procedure can be performed such that the result object
is fully connected.
Its computation time is linear with N for
any shape of the network. Interesting applications related to
thinning includes the possibility to send a packet through all
the nodes of the network such that i t -vill only vis i t each node
once. Such a packet can be used to count the number of nodes or
collect statistics etc.
In certain cases it may be desirable to define subnets within the
network.
In picture processing terms these can be considered as
"objects" within the network "object". Using similar approaches
as above, it is possible to calculate several properties of such
objectsincluding their size, the number of nodes involved and
connectivity relations.
Such algorithms can in fact be more
sophisticated since the option now exists to use an "active"
background.
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ACK and NAK

From chapter 3 it is obvious that a packet may end up at many
places other than the intended receiv er . Apa r t from pure routing
error, the packet may be lost due to bad r adio r eception or
faulty repeaters .
In less seve re situations, the packet may be
delivered to its destination but may contain errors .
In this
case the receiver can reque st retransmission of the packet. This
~s
equivalent to sending a negative a cknowledgement
(NAK)
message.
To info rm the transmitter about lo st packets, it is
obvious that positive acknowledgement (ACK) should also be used.
In fact,
in our type of network, AC K seems to be of fundamental
importance in obtaining rel iable communication.
The use of acknowledgement me ssag e s is critically dependent on
actual
application .
Single char ac ter communication in an
interactive envi ronment, ne ed s probabl y not be acknowledged at
the network level, since highe r level response (such as echoing)
acts just as efficiently . Transmittance o f a file ho we ver , will
probably need a rather "tight" handshaking p r ocedure to ensure
that all pa r ts of the file hav e been received p r operly .
This latter situation lends itsel f to a nice analysis regarding
how often an ACK message should be sent in relation to the number
of transmitted packets.
If every
transmitted
packet
is
acknowledged, an error in one of them means that only one packet
needs to be retransmitted. The total number of packets sent and
total transmission time may ho wev e r become unnecessary large,
particularly if the error r ate is low.
On the other hand,
if
only one ACK message is sent for a group of packets, then this
whole group needs to be ret ransmitt ed in case of error.
The
proper balance is found easily by looking at th re e different
situations which describes what may hap pen to a group.
Define:

Pe
k
x

=

probab ility of losing a packet
in a g r oup
packets sent per user packet

= number of packets
= average number of

Page
1: · The group is properly delivered
and ACK is received.
2:

probab i l i ty
( 1- P )k+1

no. of

e

group is properly delive r ed
but ACK is not received.
Hetransmit till OK.

ackets

k+1

~he

3: The group is not prope r ly
delivered . Het r ansmit till OK .

k+1 +kx
1- (1 - P )k
e

k+1+kx

Thus we have:
kx=(1+P e )k+ 1 (k+1 ) + ( 1- Pe )kp e (k+1+kx) +[ 1- ( 1-P e)k](k+1+kx)

( 4. 1 )

solving for x yields
k+1
k(1-P )k+ 1
e

( 4 . 2)

X=---~--,

taking the derivative with re spect to k
dx
dk

=

k-(k+1) [kln( 1- P )+1 J
k2( 1 - P )k+1 e- -

( 4 . 3)

e

and minimizing gives

k

-j1

opt -

1

4 - ln(1-P e )

'

(4 .4 )
2

This relation is shown graphically in figure
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figure 13
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5 PROTOCOLS
5.1 Thoughts about protocols
If it is at all relevant to consider the network as an array
machine, then the implem ented protocols represent the available
instruction repertoire for this machine.
As an illustrating
example, we may take the routing algorithms presented in chapter
3.
They define actions that each node has to obey upon reception
of input data (the packets). Thus if e.g. algo r ithm R3 has been
implemented among other node functions, then the control field of
a
typical data packet would ini t ialize execution of that
algorithm. A ~ualitatively diffe ren t example is given by our
deecription of the skeleton algorithm. The algorithm is actually
not described in the same sense as the previous
routing
algorithm, since we have not specified what the individual nodes
should do but rather what the overall behavior should be!
The
reader should have no difficulty figuring out the specific node
behavior however, since the particular operations were explained
earlier in the text.
The skelet on algorithm is furthermore
interesting in that its purpose is no t to transmit packets but
rather to campute some values ~be stored in the individual
nodes, such that these values may eventually be used for routing
purposes.
If we know exactly all the algo rithms that this array rnachine
would execute, then the most campact inst ruction repertoire would
consist of just these operations. This is typically what is the
case in most implemented networks. :n an experimental network
like ours this can not be accepted since one routing algorithm
may be replaced by another etc. In the most general case, the
nodes present the users with a general
purpose computer giving
him full control of all node functions.
The protocol then
earresponds to the instruction repertoire of that machine.
If
the language used is very low level, then the user is faced with
submitting a long program with each packet, since he can not rely
on
the
nodes
remember ing
anything
about
his previous
transmission. One reason being that the network is a shared
multiuser resource.
Fortunately, in our case, the aim is not to develop protocols for
general purpose use but specifically for transferring messages,
files etc. between the nodes.
Introduct ion and changing of
facilities will be relatively occasional events that may well use
a lot of transmission capac ity .
This leads to the criterion
that, as longas we leave a facility opened to get access to the
micro computer centrolling the node, the remaining part of the
~rotocol
can be oriented towards some specific implementation
(campare [5]).
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It is still important though, to find common denominators among
the various algo ri thms we want to implement. Such a set o f
operations may form the kernel of a language, specifically
oriented towards the kind of operations that the users might want
the netwo rk to perform.
One examplethat illustrates such a commori denominator is to view
the instruction of sending an ACK -upon reception of a packet as
simply an example of the
previously
described "envelope"
principle, i.e.
the ACK message is actually supplied in the
packet but wrapped in an envelope addressed to the source.
~hus
we think of the receiving node as a rnachine that opens envelopes
keeps messages addressed to itself and
forwards
messages
addressed to other nodes.
It may be argued tbat the packet would be unnecessary large if it
also had to contain the ACK message. This need not be the case
however. The source must in all cases agree with the receiver
about
an
unique
identifier
to be included in the ACK
message.Furthe rmore, by using appropriate coding, e .g.
default
code for the addresses, the ·overhead may be kept to a minimum.
Likewise, with respect to the differ~nt data types there may also
exist logically identical operations such as store- and-forward
file, which earresponds to t he basic repeater function usually
associated with packets. Iri such a context it would be logical
to put a whole file into an envelope. Unfortunately, attempts to
include such general functions in other networks has not been
very successful, as they tend to be incompatible with existing
operating systems [8].
The work on development of good file
tra~afer protocols is advancing however and it ma~ be a good idea
to incorporate a well known FTP (such as TCP) already in the
initial specification.

5.2 Layered Protocols
A basic philosophy in modern protocol construction is to use
layered protocols.
By this is meant that the hierarchy of
logical functions that we want to control stould a~<o be
reflected as identifiable parts of the protocol. In this way a
certain subfunction can be changed without influencing any other
part of the protocol.
Usually subfunctions are visualized as
rnachine s or "phys i c al" systems.
A typical exampl e is
the
end-to-end transmission.
These levels represent communication
lines of various sophistication , each of which could have been
implemented physically.
Our model of the network fits very nicely with the idea of
layered protocols. The lower level (local level) earresponds to
the neighbor level and has the only purpose of forwarding the
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packet one hop.
The nex t
level
( global level ) would thus
earrespond to the various aspects of routing a packet from source
node to destination node . From there on would the more exatic
message and file transfer protocols emerge .

5.3 Addressing
We have previously desc r ibed a simple address decoding principle
based on putting packets in envelope s . This mechanism is very
powerful when a node wants to send the messages to groups of
receivers.
Depending on their position in the network, the
originating node has the choice to g r oup messages tagether or to
send them separately.
If a grouping of messages are done they
will eventually need to split up as they come closer to their
destinations.
The originating node can fully control this
process by putting several envelopes into one large r envelope all
of them having different destinati on addresses . If the message
to be sent is identical this can be indicated by a default code
as mentioned previously,
so that the message needs only to be
coded once.
Furthermore, an anonymous ID could be allowed and meaning that
the packet is distributed to the node nearest the given position
or distributed to all nodes within a circle of some specified
size.
The object labelling technique discussed in seetian 3 . 9 will also
offer
the pos3ibility to spread messages to well defined
subgroups of the users . In this case it is sufficient to deliver
the message to one node which is a member of the group. A
propagation algorithm active within the group will quickly
distribute the message to all members.
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6 ACCESS METHODS
6.1 Possible schemes
We have so far neglected to discuss what techniQues can be used
to achieve interference f ree transmission between neighboring
nodes . The method of assigning a different freQuency channel to
each node pair, as suggested in the int roducti on, is inefficient
but technically QUite possible .
An adm in ist r ative
problem
regarding the assig nments of channels need to be solved. A
relatively large amount of channels wi ll be needed, since nodes
who share the same neighbor ( s ) must use diffe r ent sets of
freQuencies.
Instead o f FDM we could use TDM which would simplify the radio
part
somewhat .
It is usuall y considered that such fixed
allocation of the channel is bad for bursty type of traffic with
low duty cycle . Although it is true that the traff ic generated
by an originat ing node may be bursty, this need not hold for
nodes working as repeate rs in the ne two rk. The flow of fast and
slow streams of packets mixes and becomes averaged ~ver many
repeating nodes.
We will however not advocate the use of the above techniQues.
The reason is that there exist probabilistic chann el sharing
methods which can be shown to perform fairly close to maxi~um
rate [9,10 , 11 , 12] Probabilistic channel shari ng means that all
nodes use the same channel . Si nce the chan nel can be more broad
banded than in the previous cas e , a packet will occupy the
channel a significantly smalle r amount of time .
By simply
transmitting
packets
over the channel as they arrive, a
statistical amount of them will .come th r ough while others will
collide. Colliding packets are ret ran smitted so all packets will
eventually be communi cated .
The parameters that cont rol the shar ing of the channel are mainly
the individual probabilities governing the rate at which the
nodes will attempt to transmit.
The nodes may impr ove their
strategies by measuring the acti vit y on the channel and adjust
themselves accordingly.
Based on these assumptions and
a
decentralized optimization crite rion , it is possible to achieve
an optimal solution for the transm~ssion policies [11 ].

6.2 Carrier sense
It was soon realized that sen~ing the channel prior to a planned
transmission could be very valuable. If the channel was already
occupied then the packet could be rescheduled in the same way as
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This technique of carrier

% throughput.

In our system one has to be careful when evaluating the
significance of the carrier signal .
Given that a carrier is
actually detected this does not necessarily mean that a packet
can not be sent anyway , namely ·i f it is sent to a node that is
not disturbed by the sensed car rie r. Likewise, if a carrier is
not sensed, the intended r ecip i ent of the packed can still be
disturbed by a signal that the t r ansmitting node did not hear.
This problem can be attacked in sever al ways. The most obvious
is just to neglect it .
The sen sed carrier still contributes
useful information and will impr ove the performance compared to
the case where it is not used at all.
The seeond approach is to generate an artificial carrier that
fulfills the role that is expected from it. Assume that a node
that is currently decoding a message also puts out a carrier
strong enough to be sensed by his neighbors . This carrier must
of course use a different frequency but its information content
is extrem~ly low, leading to low bandwidth requirement.
Finally, if a node could detect the signal reaching any of its
neighbors than half of the problem will disappear . This can be
achieved by having two receivers , one very sensitive for carrier
detection an·d one less sensitive for message signal detection.
The sensitive receiver can in fact be further utilized if it is
equipped with full decoaing facilities . By monitoring packets
which are intended for neighbors, an over all view of the local
channel activity can be gathered .
Using a system with two receivers (or one switched receiver)
effectively means that we use different neighborhood sizes when
listening . This complements a technique to be described in the
next chapter in which we will use different neighborhood sizes
when transmitting.
All three techniques described above lends themselves to CSMA
algorithms as described in [12] .
Whether these algorithms should
be modified to account for the peculiarities of the "new
carriers" remains to be inves~igated .
To summarize, we thus recommend the use of CSMA possibly with an
augmented carrier sense function . Difficulties to synchronize a
network that may extend over a large area and contain thousands
of nodes will probably prohibit the use of slotted algorithms.
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7 CHOOSING NEIGHBORHOOD SIZE
A very important design parame ter is the
power
of
the
transmitters .
In a modern transistorized transmitter, which is
e.g.
frequency modulated, the output power can be easily
controlled .
This fact can be utilized to the benefit of the
whole system as will be shown below. When a node uses high power
it reaches far and can transmit
packet s with few hops (low
delay). On the other hand, it will disturb many nodes eausing
the total traffic to become lower . In the extreme case where all
nodes are neighbors, only one packet at a time
can
be
transmitted.
The opposite extreme is for all nodes to have only
one neighbor. Many parallel packets can be sent simultaneausly
but delivery time for each packet will be very long.
What we really want to control is the number of neighbors.
To
find the optimal value, we need to know the relationship between
total delay when sending a packet a certain distance and the
number of neighbors. This relation wi l l depend critically on the
traffic so it would be desirable to have that as a parameter.
We will make the following as sumptions:
S1. The
network
is
evenly
distributed
and
behaves
symmetr ically.
S2. A neighborhood area ,
consisting of n-1
neighbors,
follows the same relations between throughput, delay and
offered traffic as that of a one- hop network with n
nodes.
S3. Offered
traffic
in
a
neighborhood
area
grows
proportionally with the number of nodes.
Assumption 2 is a key assumption.
It can be justified on the
basis that the network is symmetrical, so that on the average the
same number of nodes (n) wi ll be disturbed for each transmission
in both systems.
Define:

s = normalized throughput for 1 -hop, n-nod e
-"= delay per nod e
= mes s ag e delay for aver3.ge
= normalized user offer ed traffic at each
= number of neighbors + 1
= average distance per mes s ag e/
average distance between nodes
m = average number of hops
D
T
g
n
d

network

mes~>-.ge

node

From the literature we get for any particular access method
D

= D (S)

( 7. 1 )
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(see e.g. [12] for CSMA - algorithms)
Since the network is even~L distributed the average number
of hops decreases with ~v n· as the neighborhood area grows .
Thus for the average number of hops

( 7 . 2)
The traffic to be handled by the nodes is g * m due to S1 and
according to S2 we may equate
S =n*g*m

( 7. 3)

Thus for the total delay
T

= D (m) * m

(7 . 4)

which is the desire d resul t .
To verify this result against our intuition we proceed by
choosing a simple example .
A simple analytical expression fo r the delay D can be obtained
by viewing the neighborhood a r ea netwo rk as an M/M/1 queue
with utilization factor s . This gives
D = 1/(1

- s)

(7 . 5)

(Campare this relat ion with r12, fig 12] for the optimum

p~ persistent CSMA algorithm.)

Combining

( 7. 2) , ( 7. 3) , ( 7 . 4) and ( 7. 5) g i v e s
T = d

/( '{ii' - ngd)

( 7. 6)
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Figure 14
In figure 14 we have plotted the delay as a function of the
number of neighbors for a network with d = 10 and for two
different rates.
The balancing between channel utilization and neighborhood size
is evident for the higher value of g. When the traffic rate is
lowered, the total delay is minimized
by
expanding
the
transmitting range as much as possible.
Taking the derivative of T with respect to n yields
n 0 pt

=

l

2

4(dg)

This function is shown in f igure 15.

( 7. 7)
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Figure 15
It is evident that a networ k that changes its neighborhood area
according to the traffic may gain considerably in lowering its
delay.
Usin~
the assumption that t raffic flow is
evenly
distributed (at least locally), the nodes can themselves adjust
their range using throughput estimations and relation (7 .7 ).
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8 SUMMARY

We have touched on same of the basic properties regarding a fully
distributed experimental d ata network for radio and computer
hobbyists. By same rather fundamental assumptions we were led to
a stationless packet switching network. A rnadel was introduced
that separated the local bToadcasting level from the global
topological - and hierarchical level.
The two levels were then
treated separately.
The routing problem was stud ied in same detail, as no reference
could be found that was directly applicable to this type of
network. The notation of the network as an array processor was
int r oduced to enable the transfer of algorithms from the picture
processing field and to giv e a different view upon the system.
Protocols
are available in a rich variety, several being
standardized for world wid e use .
In the light
of
this
develop.ment it was felt that a philosophi cal view upon protocols
as seen from the rnachine pe r spective would be more entertaining
than a study in bits and fi elds.
Turning to the local . br oadcast ing lev e l,
the
interesting
technique of probabilistic multiplexi ng is suggested as the basic
method of use. Earlier analysis aid not utilize the flexibility
of the raqio system. By r ecognizing the "capture effect" . and the
possibility to vary the input threshold of receivers and power of
transmitters, it seems l i kelythat a more efficient use of the
medium will be achiev ed.
The particular influence of transmitter power was then discussed.
Due to the lack of theoretical r esults in this area , some
simplified assumptions were made to calculate a relation between
the number of neighbors of a node and delay . as a function of
input traffic rate. It was found that the total delay can be
significantly lowered by choosing appropriate transmitting power.
Many questions which have not been treated here will require some
attention prior to an implementation . These include t~e subjects
of flow cont rol, routing techniques in t 'he
repeaters
of
long-distance repeaters, th e capability o f automatic position
detection,
system
and
data
integrity,
priorit~as
and
internetting.
The validi ty of our two- level model is also an
important issue . Finally, as were mentioned in the introduction,
much effort must be spent to ensure that the network can be
bootstrapped step by step, each step being highly rewarding to
motivate its implementation.
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